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Oscillations are a commonly observed physical phenomenon. In this experiment, we will introduce
video analysis and also use a smartphone’s built-in accelerometer to record acceleration data.
The two data sets will be obtained separately and then correlated to demonstrate the reliability
of both methods in quantitative analysis.

Essential pre-lab reading: “Physics for Engineers and Scientists : Extended 3rd Edition” by
Ohanian, H.C. and Markert, J.T. (W.W. Norton and Company, 2007); (Sections 15.1, 15.2).

1 Test your understanding

1. The displacement of a simple harmonic oscillator is x = xo cos(ωt+φ). Can you derive the
expressions for instantaneous velocity and acceleration?

2. What is the relationship between the position and acceleration of a simple harmonic oscil-
lator?

2 The Experiment

A smartphone is attached and suspended from a spring which is clamped to a retort stand. The
smartphone is stretched vertically downwards and released. Data is recorded on the smartphone’s
accelerometer. The oscillations are also recorded on video using a digital camera. The two
data sets are collected for quantitative analysis and correlation. Now let’s get started with the
experiment.

Place the camera on a tripod and adjust the height until it is level with the set up. Move the
retort stand about 5-6 feet from the set up and zoom in.
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(a) Sample frame that should be visible on camera (b) Camera/Tripod Setup

Figure 1: Suggested experimental arrangements

Q 1. Why have we placed a ruler so that it is visible on the video?

Q 2. Why did we place the tripod about 5-6 feet far from the set up and zoom in?

Ensure that your set up looks like Figure 1b. Now, clamp one end of the spring to the re-
tort stand. Place the smartphone in the special case and attach it to the spring. Open the
Accelerometer Data Grabber app on the smartphone and tap on the Start button. Now,
stretch the smartphone vertically downwards by about 2 cm and release. Make sure the hori-
zontal swaying motion is minimal and the smartphone is not revolving. Repeat the last step if
necessary. When the oscillations appear to be stable, start the video recording on the digital
camera. For this experiment, record at a speed of 120 fps. Record for about 3-4 seconds and then
stop. Now, grab the smartphone and tap STOP to stop collecting the data. Now, transfer the
collected data and video to the computer for quantitative analysis. The result is that you will
have effectively simultaneously measured the acceleration using the accelerometer and position
data using video analysis.

3 Analysis

3.1 Analyzing the video data

Make sure the video is in the same folder and then run the MATLAB function “trackmob.m”.
This function returns the time and tracked position data separately. The syntax for using
this function is “[time, position]=trackmob(‘filename.mov’, knownDistance);”. Identify two
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points of known distance on the first frame. Do not forget to add the file extension!

Q 3. What is the purpose of specifying these two points?

Run the function again if necessary. Plot the position data against time. Now, we need to fit
our tracked position data to a mathematical model. The model for a damped simple harmonic
oscillator with an offset is represented by the following equation.

f(t) = c1 cos(c2t+ c3)e
c4t + c5. (1)

You will fit the tracked position data to this model using the least-squares fitting function
“lsqfun.m”. The syntax for using this function is “c = lsqfun(xdata,ydata);”. The variable
“c” stores the five unknown parameters in the model described above.

Q 4. Fit your tracked position data to the simple harmonic oscillator model.

Q 5. What are the values for parameters c2 and c4? What do these parameters represent?

Q 6. Which parameter is the amplitude xo of the oscillations? What is its value?

Q 7. Use the model function above and the values of the five parameters to interpolate the
time and position data by a factor of 10.

You will now differentiate the interpolated data to obtain the velocity and acceleration using the
“deriv.m” function.

The syntax for using this function is “[xd, yd] = deriv(xdata, ydata, order)” where order is 1
for computing a first-order derivative and 2 for a second-order derivative.

Q 8. Compute the first and second order derivatives. Plot your results to obtain graphs for
velocity and acceleration.

You are free to use your own variable names. However, the following scheme is recommended to
avoid confusion and keeping track of your data.

Physical Quantity Variable Name Corresponding time variable
Raw position data d time

Least-square fitted position data y ty

Velocity (first derivative of y) yd tyd

Acceleration (second derivative of y) ydd tydd
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3.2 Analyzing accelerometer data

Now, import the accelerometer data to MATLAB. The accelerometer records data along the
fixed x, y and z axes. Plot the accelerometer data and try to identify the region corresponding
with the recorded video. Now, extract data from this region of interest (RoI) and store it in a
different variable.

Q 9. Which data set do you select from x, y and z? Why?

Q 10. Find the mean of the RoI and subtract it from the raw data. Why did you do this?

Q 11. What are the units of these readings? Rescale them to m/s2.

Now, use the least-squares fitting function “lsqfun.m” to fit the accelerometer data to the simple
harmonic oscillator model.

Q 12. What is the amplitude ao of the acceleration data?

Q 13. What are the values of c2 and c4? Are they similar to the data obtained from video
analysis?

Q 14. Is ao = −ω2xo, where ao is the maximum acceleration measured from the accelerometer
and xo is the maximum displacement measured from video analysis?
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